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INTRODUCTION
The �rst in a series of �ve executive roundtables organized by Media Partners Asia (MPA) and NAGRA kicked off March 1, 2021. 
This document captures some of the key highlights of the March 1 discussion focusing on potential of direct to TV solutions and 
future of set-top boxes. Curated and hosted by MPA, the roundtable showcased opinions from relevant segment leaders from 
Nagra and Samsung along with leading pay-TV operators in Germany (HD PLUS), Hong Kong (PCCW Media), Singapore 
(StarHub) and Thailand (True Corp.).
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“What if we could provide a complete operator experience directly to TV while still addressing the challenges of operators 
asking 1) I want all of my content to be secure and; 2) I want my operator experience to be at the centre of the screen and 
my brand to be recognised. This is what TV Key offers.” 
Stephane Le Dreau, SVP & GM, Asia Paci�c, Nagra

“Pay-TV broadcasters need to be able to enable consumers with a similar level of ease and convenience that their new 
emerging competitions Net�ix and Amazon are able to do. They do not want to be sending out modules and smart cards 
and I expect in the long-term, set-top boxes. We’ve addressed these concerns in the TV Key Cloud. It’s a solution that is 
very close to doing everything you can with a set-top box in a TV without the capex of a set-top box.” 
John Adam, Director of Business Development, Samsung Research

“Smart TVs have gotten more and more intelligent, that’s obvious to us all by now. This goes hand in hand with the rise of 
Net�ix, Disney and Amazon. These offerings are a very important part of the Smart TV proposition. As an operator you now 
face the decision if you want to develop and manage all the technology on your own in a set-top box or join forces with 
TV manufacturers. We can now fully focus on software and managing a three month release cycle; we are now working 
with a living product in the �eld.” 
Alexander Sacher, CTO of HD PLUS GmbH

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
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“We’re moving away from the traditional live TV experience, shifting viewers to OTT partners. Once you’re an OTT 
aggregator, an optimised experience and deep-linking your UI with other apps becomes very important and central to what 
we offer. This is why we took the decision to still have a box, to control fully the end-to-end user experience.” 
Yann Courqueux, Vice President, Home Products, StarHub

“We still hold the view that he who controls the platform controls it all. We’ve talked a lot about the set-top box, but it’s 
more than just a simple conduit. For us, it is part of the product and proposition itself. In less than 24 months, we have 
rolled out  more than 2 million android TV boxes in Thailand. Many are sold without subscription on a pure retail model to 
non-pay-TV customers. The box is a tool and not an end in itself; it still offers pay-TV operators the level of control 
necessary to drive our customer acquisition and retention strategies in the near term.” 
Justin Ang, Deputy Chief Commercial Of�cer, True Corp.

“The choices are not mutually exclusive; we have a portfolio of offerings. We have the content and the service, they key is 
to get connected to the consumer in as many ways as we possibly can. Net�ix has shown that you can reach high 
penetration with just a smart TV and a button. We should embrace the possibility of including TV Key into our portfolio.” 
Keith Huang, Vice President, Pay OTT, PCCW Media Group

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
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Market conditions will limit uptake of connected TV technology in Greater Southeast Asia (GSEA) in the near-term where 
STBs remain critical for now though this will change gradually.

• The smart-TV market is growing in GSEA but penetration is still small in large, emerging SEA markets.
Singapore and Hong Kong hold potential with higher smart-TV penetration.

• The existing smart TV ecosystem is crowded and fragmented, offering different degrees of compatibility
with connected TV solutions.

• Market conditions favour the one-size-�ts-all approach of branded set-top boxes, as shown by True’s
experience in Thailand with 2 mil. boxes deployed in under 2 years. 

Third party integrations including deep-linking online video platforms are essential.

• Regardless of a box or connected TV focused approach to content distribution, deep-linking third-party
OTTs are an essential component of the consumer proposition.

• StarHub, True and NowTV have identi�ed the long-term importance of this and are actively working
towards establishing themselves as aggregators in both linear and on-demand content in their respective
markets.

THEMATIC SUMMARY
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As market conditions improve, connected TV solutions offer a pathway to digitization and structural transformation for 
pay-TV operators.

• Operators stand to gain from partially of�oading concerns around technology and hardware deployment
with potential improvements to unit economics with the shift away from high capital expenditure.

• With some structural adjustment, operator resources may instead be directed towards content, software
and user experience within their own direct-to-TV branded ecosystem.

From a multi-year to 3-month replacement cycle.

• In adopting connected TV solutions, operators move from a multi-year set-top box replacement cycle to a
3-month replacement cycle of connected TV software, further embedding their brand and service into the
customer experience. 

• Shorter replacement cycles also provides operators the competitive advantage to stay ahead of the curve
in UI/UX features.

Consumer privacy and data protection will remain a critical component of the connected TV proposition. At the same time, 
the industry stands to gain from granular data and analytics collected from consumption on connected TVs.

THEMATIC SUMMARY
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ABOUT THE ORGANIZERS 

Media Partners Asia (MPA) is the leading independent provider of research, advisory and consulting services across media, telecoms, sports 
and entertainment industries in Asia Paci�c and the Middle East. We provide customized research with strategic recommendations to help clients 
launch new products & services, enter new markets, as well as acquire and sell businesses. MPA reports are used and sourced by local, regional 
and global companies for strategic planning and equity & debt transactions. We also offer dedicated primary research through subsidiary AMPD 
Research to measure consumer behaviour across the digital economy, including online video and gaming. MPA also hosts the APOS Summit, the 
de�ning voice for the Asia Paci�c media, telecoms, sports and entertainment industry.

Contact: Lavina Bhojwani, lavina@media-partners-asia.com

NAGRA is the digital TV division of the Kudelski Group (SIX: KUD.S). Our engineering excellence, pioneering technology and end-user focus has 
allowed us to work with the world's leading service providers and content owners for over 25 years. We are bringing the next generation of paid 
content services to life, while helping them protect and grow their business in the ever-evolving pay-TV industry. You too can bene�t from this 
experience through secure, engaging and smart solutions that address the entire digital media ecosystem.

Contact: Anita Pang, anita.pang@nagra.com
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